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San Luis Obispo city planners, businessmen and residents are watching Cal Poly enrollment trends carefully. They have to, according to Manager David Garth of the San Luis Obispo Chamber of Commerce, the city has grown during the past 20 years because Cal Poly has grown.

And, according to city figures, one out of every four San Luis Obispo merchants, translates into millions of dollars of salary and revenue and a large, readily-available labor force. For city planners trying to accommodate the housing needs of residents, however, continued growth of the campus' enrollment can only add more problems.

San Luis Obispo residents witnessed a rapid boost in the city's population between 1970 and 1975. During that period, the city's population grew 4.5 percent a year—and so did Cal Poly. According to senior planner Terry Sarvisle, that trend found itself mirled almost helplessly in a quicksand of housing and resources.

It was the Poly campus boom of the early '70s that prompted city planners and other concerned San Luis Obispo residents to ask university administrators to put a lid on enrollment. The administrators relented quickly and have since kept Poly's student population under 16,000.

That ceiling hasn't stopped new construction, however, and city officials are keeping tabs on campus planners to make sure the new construction isn't designed to attract more students.

Executive Dean of Facilities Planning Doug Gerard, says plans to remodel old buildings and build new ones on the campus have aimed only to meet the needs of existing students and faculty. The administration, Gerard says, is to 8 to 10 percent above buildings—than there be the 15,934 students attending Poly.

Please see page 5
**Debate divides undecided vote**

The one-on-one, one-on-one debate between Jimmy Carter and Ronald Reagan helped many undecided Americans make up their minds whom to vote for, but the two contenders for the White House split the newly decided group evenly, an exclusive poll by The Associated Press says.

The nationwide survey of 1,063 registered voters who watched the debate on television provided results that each candidate could cite as evidence of a "victory" in the Tuesday night confrontation. But, for each, such evidence is balanced by other factors.

On the plus side for Reagan, those who watched the debate said the former California governor did a better job than Carter in the face-off. That finding, however, is principally the product of more Reagan supporters watching the debate than Carter backers.

And for Carter, the post-debate interviews found 6 percentage points more support for the incumbent than before the debate Tuesday night. Reagan's support also rose 6 points.

---

**Newsline**

**Nixon approved FBI break-ins**

**WASHINGTON (AP) — Former President Richard M. Nixon testified in court Wednesday that the director of the FBI had direct authority from the president to conduct warrantless break-ins in foreign intelligence cases that were important to national security.**

Testifying at the trial of two former FBI officials accused of illegally authorizing break-ins, Nixon said, "It was my understanding that in matters of foreign intelligence the line went directly from the president to Mr. J. Edgar Hoover."

Later, Nixon said that same authority was in effect in 1972 and 1973 when L. Patrick Gray III was acting director of the FBI and warrantless searches were conducted.

---

**Hostage decision due soon**

Iran's Parliament discussed the U.S. hostage issue for four hours Wednesday and may move toward a vote Thursday. A deputy said new conditions for release of the captives have been discussed.

Sources close to the talks said that after a heated debate in which several Parliament members stalked out, the members decided to hold an open session Thursday and vote on proposed conditions.

But deputy Hassan Hashemi, reached by telephone from Beirut, Lebanon, said: "We may have an open session or a closed session—it is not for sure," and that debate may continue for four to six days.

Some members of the 28-seat Parliament or Majlis expressed guarded optimism over the possibility of a final decision Thursday.

The Majlis generally favored solving the issue in a way acceptable to both parties. Hossein Ali Rahmani, a Kurdish deputy known to be moderate on the hostage issue, told reporters—

---

**Annual Blood Drive**

**Thursday October 30**

**9:00-2:00 Chumash Auditorium**

Sponsored by the Student Health Advisory Council, Associated Student Body, Cal Poly Women's Club and the Student Health Services.
**Classified**

Call 546-1144

**Announcements**

**RENTAL? Need help? We call A.L.P.H.A. 24-hr Pick-Up & Delivery** (11-3)

**MOBIS CYCLES**

We carry all imported brands of $10 and up. Panasonic 12-speed $129, Moped Emporium 270 lbs. SLO 541-5147. (11-3)

**CID OF THE LASA HAIR DESIGN**

Let us pick up and per tone your hair. For men & women 543-3248. (11-3)

**Help Wanted**

**OVERSEAS: Jobs—Summer year-round. Europe, S. Amer., Australia. An $800 to $1200 per month. Good experience.** (11-3)

**Services**

**TYPING**

**PICKUP AND DELIVERY**

489-1405 (12-5)

**SECRETARY SERVICES**

We type resumes, term papers, senior projects. Call Wagner 541-3389. (11-3)

**For Sale**

**FOR SALE BOAT, MOTOR, TRAILER**

TRADE IN BOAT, MERC 115hp, AXLE CALL 481-8822 AFTER 5. (11-3)

**Housing**

**DELVAUX REALTY**

Small homes, Condos and land for sale in all price ranges. CALL 543-6975. (TF)

**TUSS CATHEDRAL**

For information on purchase of memorial homes west of Atascadero call 888-4888. (11-3)

**Downtown SLO**

**SECRETARY SERVICES**

We pick up and deliver. Linda 528-7805. (TF)

**PICK-UP AND DELIVERY**

Any Night of the Week. WIll pick up and deliver. Linda 489-6431. After 3:30. (TF)

**TYPING SERVICE—IBM ELECTRIC 8 RESUMES 541-2298**


**TYPING**

On IBM Selectric II. Call Barbara 544-4450. (11-20)

**Lost & Found**

**LOST: Cash, original design with large lince. Soldmatel value. Call Kathy 924-9226.** (10-7)

**Found necklace 522-1792.** (10-7)

**LOST MONEY IN VINTAGE BALL**

White Stag Ski Jacket, Blue. Please call Rich at 3905. (11-5)
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Thirsty Los Angeles drains state water reserves
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DEENDENCE,

Availabl e at all Cheap

Boo Boo Rec

and special guest Rip Masters and the Range Rockers

Thursday, October 30, 1980

One show only at 8 pm

Chumash Auditorium

Julian A. McPhail University Union, Cal Poly

Projections R., 10 x 15 in., 50 IN;

Available only at UU Ticket Office

General public: $2 in cash, $17 at door

Available at all Cheap Thrills locations and

Boo Boo Records, O.S.D.

Must be 18 or older;

naked or semi-nude entrada.

Wield photo ID or Cal Poly or Cuesta student I.D.

C<Article Refuse entry.

Receive no food, drinks, or snacks.

Thank you for your cooperation.

Was your last jewelry purchase a bit too casual?

Creative Haircutting For Men and Women

CALL TODAY FOR AN APPOINTMENT

SAN LUIS OBISPO 541-3338

ATASCADERO 466-8282

Was your last jewelry purchase a bit too casual?

Swag meet specials Designed to look grea

... till your skin turns green.

At the Gold Concept, we believe you and your jewelry should have a long-term relationship. If you buy a necklace and then it isn’t you, we’re here to exchange it. If the wedding ring you purchased needs polish on your 25th anniversary, we’ll still be around.

The Gold Concept, a little shop with big follow-through.

the GOLD CONCEPT

IN THE NETWORK HALL, DOWNTOWN SAN LUIS OBISPO
The master plan, which outlines plans for all new facilities and renovated old ones, has slated the following:

- Remodeling of the old library to contain art and architecture labs, faculty offices and classrooms after or upon occupation of the new library. An allocation of $100,000 has been planned by the state and an additional $1.75 million is being requested in the 1981-82 fiscal budget to complete the project. Work is expected to take 18 months, with spring or summer of 1983 as the projected occupation date.

- A new engineering facility, Engineering South, which is in planning. The site for the new building is the southwest corner of Perimeter and Cuesta roads, next to the indoor swimming pool. An allotment of $148,000 is being requested from the state to complete plans for the facility. The entire project is expected to cost between $10 million and $11 million and be available for use by the latter part of the decade.

- Remodeling of Jesper-son and Heron residence halls to house a “student service” branch of the Administration, containing placement and counseling centers and other administrative offices. Work on the project is scheduled to begin at the end of the 1981-82 school year. With only 100 students now living there, the impact on campus residence facilities should be minimal, said Gerard.

- Preliminary plans for a new agricultural facility, slated to contain mainly classrooms. No funds have been requested for the building. Planning is expected to be completed by 1983 and projected use of the building is 1987 or 1988.

**Trick or Treat**

Anyone interested in bringing Halloween treats to the children of Sierra Vista and French Hospitals can grab their costumes and join the Baptist-Student Union at 1:15 and 5:45 p.m. Oct. 31. For details call Don at 544-0505.

**Anderson Campaign**

Anyone interested in attending a political rally in San Francisco for the Anderson/Lucey campaign can call Roger Sinsheimer at 544-9040 for details.

**Take a close look!**

See the exquisite beauty of Black Hills Gold jewelry. And please be sure that you are buying Landstrom's ORIGINAL.

Landstrom's
BLACK HILLS GOLD
CREATIONS
Jorgensen Jewelers

**Pizza Hut**

With this coupon—save $3.00 off the regular price of any large Pizza Hut pizza Good at all participating Pizza Hut restaurants

For more information call 543-3533

**Masquerade Dance**

Delta Sigma Theta is sponsoring a Masquerade Dance in Mustang Lounge from 9-2 p.m. Oct. 31. Admission is $1. From 7 to 9 p.m., the same evening, DST is sponsoring a Haunted House, also in Mustang Lounge. Admission is 25 cents, kids are welcome.
Lambda Chi Alpha members Ralph Saviano and David Werry settle down to a quiet evening of study. Life wasn’t as tranquil for the fraternity a week ago. The fraternity house Oked despite many protests.

Lambda Chi Alpha has been approved by the San Luis Obispo City Planning Commission despite complaints from a neighbor and opposition from a local neighborhood organization. The Planning Commission granted the fraternity a use permit last Wednesday but set down some conditions the fraternity must follow. The number of residents allowed has been given a 10 person limit and there is a 10 p.m. curfew on non-resident social activities.

Lambda Chi Alpha has owned the house, at 1617 Santa Rosa St., since July and since has had several complaints from a neighbor.

According to the Telegram-Tribune, article last Thursday, Martha Steward, whose property borders the fraternity, has complained about noise and a spotlight. The article also reported that Steward’s son complained of being harassed by fraternity members. Steward could not be reached by the Mustang Daily for comment.

Former president of Lambda Chi, Ralph Saviano, said the complaints were “not valid” and “unjustified.” He said the police have come to the house twice on noise complaints and both times have found the frat members studying. The spotlight which bothered Steward was there before the fraternity moved in, according to Saviano.

Steward is not alone in her opposition of the Lambda Chi house. The Old Town Neighborhood Association, made up of over 200 families, is also against the fraternity.

According to OTNA member Dr. Leo Pinard, a sociology instructor at Cal Poly, the group’s board of directors voted unanimously to oppose the house’s approval.

Pinard said there is an “incompatibility in the types of lifestyles” between the fraternity members and the neighborhood. He said organized groups—like fraternities—tend to make a lot of noise.

LEARN TO FLY

START TODAY ON THE GREATEST ADVENTURE OF YOUR LIFE...

FLYING CLUB MEMBERSHIP • SPECIAL RATES
$25 MEMBERSHIP • $10 MONTHLY DUES
Private, Instrument, Commercial licenses

NORTHWIND AVIATION INCORPORATED
543-0436 541-2346

After two years you kind of wonder who taught whom.

Continue your education after graduation in Peace Corps. Learn a new language, live and work in a different culture overseas. Build your skills in agriculture, architecture, education, math, science or other areas of interest.

Talk to former volunteer Ed Jenks, Room 242, Ag. Mgmt. Bldg. Or, call 546-1320.

Now, one of the largest international engineering-construction companies has an opportunity for you. We need innovative engineers to participate in the design, construction, and operation of the structures, equipment, and systems of the future. No project is foreign to us. The Ralph M. Parsons Company has completed projects in more than 50 countries around the world. That’s fact. At Parsons you’ll be able to see your projects go all the way from concept to completion.

Total engineering-construction capability, worldwide experience and job diversification— all available to you with one company. Engineers at The Ralph M. Parsons Company have been involved in everything from aerospace facilities to the construction of an entire city.
Poly soccer ties non-conference rival Fresno in overtime period

BY GUILLERMO BROCK

Staff Writer

Two soccer games of vastly different character were played in Mustang Stadium Tuesday night and, of the four teams involved, only one emerged as a clear winner.

The principal attraction was Cal Poly against non-conference rival Fresno Pacific. Most of the early traffic was directed toward the Poly goal and Jeff LeGate, recently promoted to starting full-back, proved his worth by coolly stopping a dangerous breakaway in the tenth minute.

The first memorable Mustang offensive foray came in the 20th minute when Brett Rosenthal delivered a chest-high ball to his striking partner Jaime Saucedo. Saucedo pushed the ball on with his chest but the scoring opportunity was lost amid a flurry of Fresno feet. The tone of the contest became rougher toward the middle of the first half and Doug Shaw was not the only Mustang player to receive scything tackles.

In the 34th minute, a Fresno fullback committed the unpardonable sin of handling the ball in the penalty area and Jaime Saucedo punished the error with a spot-kick driven unerringly to the goalkeeper's left.

At halftime, the score stood 1-0 in favor of the Mustangs. During the interval, the sparse crowd was treated to a unique form of soccer comedy which pitted a media all-star team against a Cal Poly faculty team. The media team lined up with representatives from the Mustang Daily, KCPR, KZOZ, KVEC and the Telegram-Tribune while the faculty team featured members of several departments, most notably the physical education department.

From the start, it was apparent that both teams were willing to throw caution to the wind and advance the ball by means of the time-honored 'Flying Wedge' technique. The deciding factor in the match was the cool skill of Mustang Daily editor Andrew Jowers who notched the only goal of the game from 15 yards out.

The second half saw a determined Mustang team take the field and saw Saucedo demonstrate his firm resolve to score by weaving downfield and laying on a pass for captain Rich ten Bosch to shoot goalward.

The visitors soon got a grip on the game and tied the score with a dubious penalty kick.

The tempo of the second half was again dictated by Fresno with a blend of skilful short passing, clever control and unprovoked toughness. The opponents managed many more scoring opportunities than the Mustangs and the Poly defense was almost continually in action.

The brightest offensive moments for the Mustangs came when freshmen Brett Rosenthal and Curtis Apsey finished off well-crafted moves with hopeful shots. Perhaps the finest Poly goal chance came when ten Bosch slipped a free-kick to Shaw who shot powerfully over the crossbar.

After 90 minutes, the score stood level at one goal apiece and two ten-minute overtime periods followed. Again, the Mustangs produced inspired soccer early on as Shaw delivered a cross which begged for a Cal Poly player to apply the final touch.

Fresno hurried the ball upfield and seconds later were up 2-1 after a swiftly headed goal. Shortly before the end of the first overtime period though, Rosenthal put Becker through and the wily midfielder struck a fine shot to notch the equalizing goal.

In the second overtime, Becker almost hit the winner as his curling shot just missed going in from a narrow angle. Becker's craft soon led to another through ball which Apsey ran onto and shot wide. In keeping with character of the game, Fresno immediately forged downfield and produced a stinging shot at the Poly goal.

The game ended in a 2-2 tie and the Mustangs can consider themselves fortunate to have managed a draw with a team which created many more offensive chances.

Now comes Miller time.
Opinion

Yes on 8

Rivers are the lifeblood of the American city. They provide a vast transportation vein for foods, they serve as a medium of recreation to escape the tedium of city life and, more importantly, they pump the precious fluid essential to sustain life itself.

So in the interests of self-preservation, it would appear logical that we protect our waterways from harm. But we haven't heeded logic and have abused the oh-so-powerful rivers and waters by killing off its nearby wildlife and dumping pollutants down its throat. Californians—particularly Northern Californians—have the opportunity Nov. 4 to engage in a little self-preservation by supporting Proposition 8, the Water Resources Development and Protection Act.

Proposition 8 is designed to limit the damages which will probably afflict the Sacramento and San Joaquin Deltas by the proposed Peripheral Canal. The canal would connect the Sacramento River Delta, the Los Angeles basin with a 43-mile-long umbilical cord. Proposition 8 provides no statute changing the provisions of the Peripheral Canal, but instead attempts to insure that the environmental standards set forth in the Peripheral Canal bill will be followed. This is to be done by putting the environmental provisions of Senate Bill 200 (the Peripheral Canal) bill into the state constitution.

Proposition 8 would insure the quality of water in the delta would remain unchanged should the water level of the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta fall because of the Peripheral Canal. The water will be monitored by the state-operated State Water Resources Development System.

The state will keep a watchful eye opened on the delta at all times to guarantee that fish and wildlife habitat is not threatened. Proposition 8 also prohibits the government from seizing delta lands.

More importantly, Proposition 8 would handcuff any attempt to increase the amount of water diverted from Northern to Southern California and would thwart any efforts to dam up the many beautiful North Coast rivers which are a part of the Wild and Scenic Rivers System.

But unfortunately, Proposition 8 does not provide blanket protection for the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta system. First, Proposition 8 doesn't put a provision that’s a fish screen to make sure the delta fish stay in the delta. If the delta water level sinks low enough, salt water from the San Francisco Bay might intrude upon the fresh water delta. Finally, no flood insurance has been established for the farmers and other delta neighbors.

But most importantly, Proposition 8 does nothing to hinder the building of the Peripheral Canal, the $5.1 billion theft of Northern California water. The Peripheral Canal, besides subjecting the Sacramento for a workable fish screen to possible environmental catastrophe, is simply not needed.

Studies indicate the city of Los Angeles wastes about 50 percent of the water it receives. However, the canal would allow large Southern California agribusiness to purchase water more cheaply than they do now through the California Aqueduct and Colorado River system. It was largely through the efforts of agribusiness that the $5.1 billion rape of Northern California water was committed in June by state legislators.

Proposition 8 is far from perfect as it still permits environmental tampering of our river systems. But it is our opinion that the voters approve this measure Tuesday, then Proposition 8 will have been a small but significant step to protect our important waterway systems from further exploitation.
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